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The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is a popular behavioral measure that assesses
the associative strength between outgroup members and stereotypical and
counterstereotypical traits. Less is known, however, about the degree to which the IAT
reflects automatic processing. Two studies examined automatic processing contributions
to a gender-IAT using a data driven, social neuroscience approach. Performance on
congruent (e.g., categorizing male names with synonyms of strength) and incongruent
(e.g., categorizing female names with synonyms of strength) IAT blocks were separately
analyzed using EEG (event-related potentials, or ERPs, and coherence; Study 1) and lesion
(Study 2) methodologies. Compared to incongruent blocks, performance on congruent IAT
blocks was associated with more positive ERPs that manifested in frontal and occipital
regions at automatic processing speeds, occipital regions at more controlled processing
speeds and was compromised by volume loss in the anterior temporal lobe (ATL), insula
and medial PFC. Performance on incongruent blocks was associated with volume loss in
supplementary motor areas, cingulate gyrus and a region in medial PFC similar to that
found for congruent blocks. Greater coherence was found between frontal and occipital
regions to the extent individuals exhibited more bias. This suggests there are separable
neural contributions to congruent and incongruent blocks of the IAT but there is also a
surprising amount of overlap. Given the temporal and regional neural distinctions, these
results provide converging evidence that stereotypic associative strength assessed by
the IAT indexes automatic processing to a degree.
Keywords: event-related brain potentials, traumatic brain injuries, EEG coherence, implicit association test,
automaticity, gender stereotypes, extra-striate visual cortex, prefrontal cortex
The implicit association test (IAT) is an almost ubiquitous social
psychological measure used to index implicit attitudes, biases, and
stereotypes about gender, race, politics, religion, or myriad other
social groups or constructs (Greenwald et al., 1998; for a recent
review see De Houwer et al., 2009). According to project implicit
(https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/), a website devoted to col-
lecting IAT data on various topics, at least 4.5million people have
completed this measure since 1998. Given its popularity, surpris-
ingly little is known about just how “implicit” the IAT really is
and what neural processes contribute to performance on the vari-
ous aspects of the IAT, i.e., the congruent and incongruent blocks
from which measures of implicit bias are derived. Using a data
driven approach, i.e., an approach devoid of a priori examinations
of regions of interest, we systematically analyzed this question
with respect to neural and temporal components hypothesized
to be integral for and/or represent implicit and explicit process-
ing. Study 1 probed for regional and temporal differences between
IAT block types via assessing event-related potentials (ERPs),
neural generators and event-related electroencephalogram (EEG)
coherence in healthy human subjects. Study 2 examined causal
distinctions by examining how volume loss in different neu-
ral regions alters performance on the two block types among
a large sample of lesion patients with focal traumatic brain
injuries (TBI).
BEHAVIORAL IAT EFFECTS
The IAT measures social attitudes, stereotypes, etc. by exam-
ining the differential associations of two target categories (e.g.,
male/female) with two attribute categories (e.g., strong/weak;
Greenwald et al., 1998, 2003; Nosek et al., 2005). Individuals’
implicit beliefs are inferred from the strength of these associa-
tions or how fast and accurately people can pair target words
with a given attribute category. With regards to implicit gen-
der beliefs, in the critical conditions of the IAT, subjects classify
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either target or attribute stimuli in the same block of trials
using stimulus-response mappings that are either congruent (e.g.,
“Jane, weak”) or incongruent (e.g., “Jane, strong”) with gen-
der stereotypes. The “IAT effect,” or measure of implicit bias,
is established by essentially subtracting mean reaction times on
congruent blocks from mean reaction times on incongruent
blocks. More positive numbers indicate that individuals were
either slower to classify target words with a counterstereotypical
attribute in incongruent blocks, faster to classify target words with
a stereotypical congruent attribute, or both.
Thus while individuals’ performance on the different blocks
serves as an index of stereotypical associations (in congruent
blocks) and counterstereotypical associations (in incongruent
blocks), an individuals’ overall performance on the respective
blocks represents an assessment of the degree of bias in relation to
the associative strength between stereotypical and counterstereo-
typical (or attitudinal and counterattitudinal, etc.) associations.
In general, response times (RTs) are faster in the congruent con-
dition compared to the incongruent condition, reflecting the
socialization process in a given culture (Fazio and Olson, 2003).
The IAT effect is robust across a broad range of stereotypic beliefs
and has been associated with certain types of behavior, including
nonverbal behaviors and hiring decisions (Dovidio et al., 2002;
Greenwald et al., 2002; Fazio and Olson, 2003; Nosek et al., 2007;
Agerstrom and Rooth, 2011).
It is important to note that in contrast to other priming
measures that index automatically activated responses to individ-
ual categories, the IAT is a measure of the associative strength
between category labels of interest (e.g., men and strength vs.
women and weak; Fazio and Olson, 2003). The IAT is unique
from other measures of implicit bias because IAT responses
are elicited in the absence of explicit instructions to control
(Dasgupta et al., 2000), but it also requires individuals to attend
to targets in the task so that they can be correctly categorized
(which is in direct contrast to priming measures that assess
individuals’ passive responses to stimuli presented subliminally,
parafovealy, etc.). This basic goal requires attention, executive
function, response inhibition as well as basic perceptual pro-
cesses throughout the task. Indeed, reaction times on congruent
blocks (which may index more automatic processing) and incon-
gruent blocks (which require individuals to override prepotent,
stereotype-consistent responses) may both be associated with
cognitive control to an extent as they both require attention at
a fundamental level (Forbes et al., 2012).
DOES THE IAT EFFECT REFLECT AUTOMATIC, IMPLICIT
PROCESSES?
To what extent then does the IAT actually reflect automatic,
implicit processes? The classic interpretation of the IAT is that
it reveals individuals’ implicit, non-conscious beliefs through
automatic activation of target-attribute stereotypic associations,
an interpretation supported by dissociations with subjects’ self-
reported explicit attitudes (Greenwald et al., 1998; Baron and
Banaji, 2006). However, behavioral studies of the IAT indicate that
while the activation and use of stereotypes appears to be largely
an automatic and stable process (Gregg et al., 2006), it can also
be context sensitive (Rothermund andWentura, 2001; Greenwald
et al., 2002; Rothermund and Wentura, 2004) and thus partially
explicit. For example, the size and/or direction of IAT effects are
influenced by prior training on Go/No-Go tasks or manipulated
IATs (Rothermund and Wentura, 2004; Forbes and Schmader,
2010) and manipulations of stimulus-valence (Dasgupta and
Greenwald, 2001; Steffens and Plewe, 2001; Mitchell et al., 2003;
Bluemke and Friese, 2006) or stimulus-salience (Rothermund and
Wentura, 2001, 2004).
While the assumption that IAT effects are at least partly based
upon automatic processes is plausible, some argue that even this
claim has not been firmly established experimentally (De Houwer
et al., 2009). For instance, De Houwer et al. (2009) argue that
for IAT effects to be considered implicit “in the sense of unin-
tentional, uncontrolled or autonomous” depends on whether the
processes that causes IAT effects “operate independently of the
goal to engage in, stop, alter or avoid these processes.” The effects
of the latter two goals upon IAT performance have been exam-
ined by studies in which participants were instructed to fake
an attitude, but results only complicate the issue. For instance,
while some studies have demonstrated that individuals appear
to be able to intentionally influence their IAT performance (De
Houwer et al., 2007), others have found that IAT performance
was not affected by such instructions (Kim, 2003). Thus, the
extent to which the IAT is based upon implicit processes in the
sense of De Houwer et al.’s (2009) criteria remains an unanswered
question in the literature.
One way to resolve these discrepancies could be via an exami-
nation of time. According to De Houwer et al. (2009), the timing
of a process can serve as a determinant of its automaticity because
a short duration process would be less susceptible to conscious
control. Indeed, theories of attention have long posited that the
processing of signals involves both automatic and controlled
mental operations (Posner and Snyder, 1975a,b), with automatic
processing being evident behaviorally as early as 250ms (e.g.,
Neely, 1977) and neurally as early as 30ms (in the amygdala; e.g.,
Cunningham et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2010; Forbes et al., 2012)
and controlled processing occurring later in time, e.g., 280ms and
later (Luo et al., 2010).
In addition to gaining insight from the timing at which
implicit and explicit processes unfold, recent theories have
implicated specific neural regions involved in implicit and
explicit social cognitive processing. According to Lieberman
(2007), regions important for automaticity include dorsal ante-
rior cingulate cortex (ACC), lateral temporal cortex [including
anterior temporal lobe (ATL)], amygdala, basal ganglia and ven-
tromedial prefrontal cortex (PFC). Other regions implicated in
automatic social processing include the insula and orbitofrontal
cortex, but it is likely that other regions involved in basic sen-
sory processing such as superior colliculus and occipital cor-
tex play an integral role as well (Cunningham and Zelazo,
2007; Adolphs, 2009; Forbes et al., 2012). Conversely, regions
including lateral PFC, medial temporal lobe, medial and lateral
parietal cortex, rostral ACC and medial aspects of the medial
PFC are integral for control. It is important to note, how-
ever, that it is likely that these regions ultimately interact both
on the order of milliseconds and throughout the information
processing stream to bias social cognitive processes accordingly
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(Forbes and Grafman, 2010; Forbes et al., 2012; Siegel et al.,
2011).
Thus, to the extent that the IAT recruits implicit and/or explicit
processes we would expect recruitment of some, if not all, of the
aforementioned regions during performance on different blocks
of the IAT at specific points in time. Implementing a data-driven,
temporal and spatial assessment of the neural regions involved
during performance on congruent and incongruent blocks of
the IAT can therefore provide a necessary, comprehensive assess-
ment of the degree to which performance on the IAT recruits
and/or indexes automatic processes. Past research has attempted
to address these questions to various degrees using EEG, fMRI,
and lesion methodologies.
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL NEURAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE IAT
ERP STUDIES
Many social-cognitive processes occur quickly (Bargh, 1997), and
ERPs have the potential to better track these processes than self-
report or behavioral measures of response-latency (Bartholow
and Dickter, 2007) due to their millisecond temporal resolution.1
Consequently there is an emerging literature combining ERPs and
IAT or IAT-like tasks, but like the studies concerning IAT auto-
maticity addressed above, the methods and subsequent findings
vary considerably. For instance, while Barnes-Holmes et al. (2004)
were among the first to report an ERP-IAT study within the con-
text of investigating relations among nonsense words, they found
only a lateral, frontal positive ERP deflection in a post-response
interval indicative of controlled processing (1000–1400ms). No
differences were found during early temporal intervals, however,
which is surprising given that typical behavioral IAT effects were
found. He et al. (2009) provided some evidence of automatic
processing by finding that race IAT scores were correlated with
ERP data collected while participants viewed different-race faces.
Specifically, they found relationships between implicit bias and
positive potentials elicited over midline, right frontal-central and
right temporal scalp regions between 172 and 400ms. ERP mea-
sures were not gathered while participants completed the IAT,
however, thus it was impossible to assess the extent to which the
IAT and face processing task stemmed from the same automatic
processes.
1We do not refer to our ERP findings in Study 1 in terms of known ERP
components for two reasons. First, the difference waves, which delineate the
functional significance of the ERP data and have a long history of being used
to reveal otherwise obscure ERP components (e.g., the mismatch negativity),
did not display effects that could be interpreted in terms of known compo-
nents. Second, and more importantly, we feel it is important to conceive of
components as intervening variables that serve as a more readily interpretable
means for describing the spatial, temporal and functional aspects of observed
ERP activity. In some cases the use of component terminology may be apt
(e.g., P300 in an odd-ball paradigm or N400 in a study of semantic process-
ing). However, some investigations using ERPs may not necessarily engender
or require a specific component or the psychological phenomena it correlates
with. Indeed, to unilaterally rely on known ERP components in any investi-
gation could constrict our ability to identify novel spatial, time sensitive or
functional ERP components. Thus, this study will focus more on ERP data in
terms of its basic properties: spatial location, timing, and function.
Findings from studies that have collected EEG activity simul-
taneously while individuals completed a standard IAT also yield
mixed or incomplete results (e.g., EEG data was not collected
over the entire scalp). Nevertheless, findings indicate that ERPs
are sensitive to IAT task conditions. O’Toole and Barnes-Holmes
(2009) recorded ERPs during an IAT and found that congruent
trials elicited significantlymore positive ERPs in comparison with
incongruent trials in the 300–600ms latency range at parietal and
central sites. Assessing ERPs along the midline only,Williams and
Themanson (2011) recorded EEG activity while individuals com-
pleted a Gay-Straight IAT (Gay and Straight relationships were
indicated by pictures, while good and bad attributes were indi-
cated by words). Results revealed that ERPs from congruent trials
were more positive than ERPs from incongruent trials for both
words and pictures in both early and late measurement intervals
at all six midline sites. In the shorter latency ranges (110–370ms)
the congruency effect was most pronounced over frontal scalp.
In the longer latency ranges (400–1000ms) the congruency effect
was most pronounced over posterior scalp. Finally, Coates (2011)
recorded ERPs from 10 scalp sites during a weapons-IAT and
found positive deflections over the 300–800ms interval that were
maximal at central-parietal scalp and were larger for congruent
trials in comparison with incongruent trials.
Overall, these findings indicate that the amplitudes of ERPs
elicited during congruent IAT blocks were more positive com-
pared with ERPs elicited during incongruent blocks in IAT and
IAT-like paradigms. This enhanced positivity was generally evi-
dent over frontal and posterior scalp regions at time intervals
that could be construed as reflecting automatic and controlled
processes. However, the onset latencies of the congruency-related
shifts in ERP amplitudes were too late to provide conclusive
evidence for automatic processing contributing to IAT perfor-
mance (although findings from Banfield et al. (2006) and He
et al. (2009) suggest automatic processes may have been operative,
finding ERP differences between time intervals of 250–400ms and
172–400ms, respectively) nor did most studies examine differ-
ences across the entire scalp. Nevertheless, these findings lead us
to expect greater positivity among ERPs collected during con-
gruent blocks compared to incongruent blocks on the IAT that
is maximal over frontal and parietal scalp sites at both early and
later intervals.
fMRI AND LESION STUDIES
fMRI and lesion studies have also identified specific brain regions
that contribute to the IAT. Most pertinent to the studies reported
here, Knutson et al. (2007) assessed blood oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) signals elicited while individuals completed congruent or
incongruent blocks of gender and race IATs (using a block design
as opposed to trial-by-trial). Results revealed that when subjects
completed congruent (compared to incongruent) blocks of the
race and gender IATs, greater activity was found in anteromedial
PFC and rostral ACC. Insula activity was also found while subjects
completed congruent blocks of race IATs. Conversely, when com-
pleting incongruent blocks, only dorsolateral PFC activity was
found. The differential activity observed in these regions is con-
sistent with known functional and anatomical circuits involved
in automatic and controlled processing respectively (Satpute and
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Lieberman, 2006; Cunningham and Zelazo, 2007; Forbes and
Grafman, 2010). Race-IAT scores have also been shown to be cor-
related with activity elicited in the amygdala, insula and ACC,
regions integral for processing visceral, often negative emotion-
ally arousing information (Ploghaus et al., 1999; Shi and Davis,
1999), in response to novel black faces (Phelps et al., 2000).
Lesion studies have also elucidated the role of specific neu-
ral regions underlying implicit bias indexed by the IAT effect.
Gozzi et al. (2009) found that volume loss in ventromedial
PFC and ATL predicted greater implicit gender bias among a
sample of TBI patients. These regions are integral for the rep-
resentation of self, social semantic information and conceptual
social knowledge respectively (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Zahn
et al., 2007, 2009; Forbes and Grafman, 2010). Marked changes
in social attitudes have also been documented in patients with
either focal lesions or focal neurodegeneration in the frontal
lobes (Kleist, 1922), as well as patients with focal atrophy in
the ATL (Edwards-Lee et al., 1997; Miller et al., 2001). While
these studies typically employed block designs as opposed to
trial-by-trial designs, they provide valuable, converging insight
regarding specific regions recruited by different aspects of the
IAT, including those thought to be typically involved in implicit
processing.
OBJECTIVE OF THE CURRENT STUDY
Findings from fMRI and lesion studies identify specific neu-
ral regions recruited during IAT performance including medial
regions of the PFC, the ACC, insula and ATL that are also likely
integral for automatic processing in general. Together with ERP
findings, this suggests that the contribution of automatic pro-
cesses to performance on congruent and incongruent blocks on
the IAT can be informed by temporal neurophysiological patterns
and the extent to which performance on these blocks is related to
specific neural regions.
The current study sought neurophysiological and lesion evi-
dence for the contribution of automatic processes to performance
on a gender-IAT using a data driven approach. Given that amyg-
dala responses to evaluative stimuli can be elicited as early as
30–40ms after exposure (Cunningham et al., 2004; Luo et al.,
2010; Forbes et al., 2012) and that initial registration of visual
stimuli at visual cortex is in the latency range of 20–35ms
(Brazier, 1977; Regan, 1989), we reasoned that cortical events fol-
lowing visual stimuli with sufficiently short latencies (e.g., about
60–160ms) are most likely to be automatic rather than under
conscious control, i.e., onset latency can be used as a surrogate
for automatic processing.
We hypothesized that to the extent congruent IAT blocks
recruit automatic processes, ERPs collected during these blocks
should be more positive at early temporal intervals in frontal
and more posterior regions on the scalp compared to incon-
gruent blocks. We would not necessarily expect to find these
relationships during the later interval, however, but based on
past findings we might expect greater ERP positivity during late
intervals on congruent blocks. Source localization analyses were
also conducted to identify the neural generators of these block-
specific EEG manifestations and assess for convergence among
past work implicating specific neural regions involved in implicit
and explicit processing. Finally, EEG coherence analyses, i.e., anal-
yses that gauge the extent to which different brain regions fire
synchronously and potentially communicate with one another,
can add to our understanding of how automatic processes con-
tribute to performance on congruent or incongruent IAT blocks
by assessing how the different brain regions involved in said pro-
cesses interact with one another on the order of milliseconds. To
our knowledge, this is the first EEG study designed to provide a
comprehensive assessment of the neural and temporal correlates
of IAT automaticity. That is, we employed a stringent, data-
driven assessment that included recording from the entire scalp,
subsequent neural generators and network coherence specific to
congruent and/or incongruent blocks of the IAT.
Specific to Study 2, we expected to find a relationship between
performance on congruent blocks (compared to incongruent
blocks) and volume loss in the ATL, insula, medial PFC and
cingulate cortex among other regions. Conversely, incongruent
blocks should recruit regions involved in more explicit processing
including lateral PFC. Findings of IAT-related EEG/ERP activity
at short latencies and lesion related relationships between neu-
ral regions involved in automatic processing would provide causal





Sixteen volunteers participated in the EEG study. The data from
two participants were not used due to excessive artifacts in the
EEG. The remaining 14 participants were right-handed native
English speakers (seven female). The mean age was 19.3 years
(range, 17–25) and the Edinburgh laterality quotient was 0.79
(range 0.39–1.0). This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Washington College where the data were col-
lected. All subjects provided their informed consent and received
partial course credit for their participation.
Design and procedure
Participants completed a gender-stereotype IAT. On each trial,
participants discriminated between either male/female names or
strong/weak words (adjectives, verbs, nouns). There were two
experimental blocks of 200 trials in which 100 names and 100
words were presented in a random sequence. In one block the
mapping of name and word discriminations to the response but-
tons was stereotype congruent (e.g., left button press to a male
name or strong word, and right button press to a female name or
weak word). In the other block the mapping of name and word
discriminations to response buttons was stereotype incongruent
(e.g., left button press to a male name or weak word, and right
button press to a female name or strong word). The order of con-
gruent/incongruent blocks, sequences of names and words, and
mapping of discriminations to response buttons were counterbal-
anced across subjects. The RTs and EEG recordings from these 400
experimental trials were the dependent variables, and congruency
was the independent variable.
Each 200 trial block was divided into four equal length sub-
blocks, with a rest break after each run of 50 trials. Prior to
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the start of each sub-block, there was a series of 10 practice tri-
als consisting of words and names that were not used in the
400 experimental trials. The practice trials ensured that the par-
ticipants were thoroughly accustomed to the mappings of the
discriminations to response buttons employed in the subsequent
experimental trials. Practice was also provided prior to the two
blocks of experimental trials by means of two 50 trial blocks in
which only name discriminations were performed in one block
and onlyword discriminations in the second block. Themappings
of discriminations to response buttons in these initial practice
blocks were the same as employed in the first block of experi-
mental trials. Finally, to prepare participants for the reversal of
congruency conditions between the first and second blocks of
experimental trials, there was a 50 trial practice block of name or
word discriminations that employed the same stimulus-response
mappings as used in the second block of experimental trials.
Stimuli were presented on a black background on a com-
puter screen 57 cm from the participant. A stimulus was either
a name or a word. Names were presented in grey lowercase letters
(∼1.5–2.0 cm high). Words were presented in yellow uppercase
letters (∼2.0 cm high). Reminder labels of stimulus categories
(male/female, strong/weak) were continually present on the bot-
tom of the screen in small cursive letters (∼0.7mm high).
Prior to the start of a block of trials, categorization and
response instructions appeared on the screen for 5 s. Participants
started a block of trials via a button press. A stimulus remained
on the screen until subjects’ response decision button press.
The next stimulus was presented 450ms after the response but-
ton press. No feedback was provided with respect to errors or
response latencies, so as to eliminate interfering effects upon IAT
performance-related ERPs by ERP activity that would have been
elicited by feedback displays.
Stereotype-congruency, the congruent or incongruent
mapping of stimuli to response buttons, was the key experimental
manipulation. The dependent variables were RT, scalp-recorded
event-related brain potentials (ERPs) and between-channel
coherence of current source densities (CSDs) derived from the
scalp EEG. It was expected that RTs would be shorter in blocks
of congruent mappings of attributes to response buttons than in
blocks of incongruent mappings.
Stimulus materials
The stimuli were male and female first names (length, 3–9 letters),
and non-namewords (length, 3–11 letters). Potential stimuli were
selected from previously published lists (Blair and Banaji, 1996;
Rudman and Kilianski, 2000), baby-name websites, or gener-
ated by the experimenters. Fifty undergraduate participants (30
females), with a mean age of 19.1 years (range 17–23), rated 184
words and 160 first names (80 female) on 7-point Likert scales
along the dimensions of familiarity, ethnicity or imageability,
strength, pleasantness, and gender.
One hundred first names, 50 male and 50 female, were
balanced for familiarity, ethnicity (White/Caucasian), strength,
length, and frequency using the MRC psycholinguistic database
(http://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/school/MRCDatabase/
mrc2.html) and the U.S. Census Bureau database (http://
www.census.gov/genealogy/www/) (p > 0.1). Gender ratings
of male (1.6) and female (6.5) names differed significantly
[T(49) = 69.4, p < 0.00001]. Female names (4.5) were rated as
more pleasant than male names (4.3) [T(49) = 2.3, p = 0.03].
One hundred words, 50 associated with strength and 50 with
weakness were balanced for familiarity, imageability, length in let-
ters and syllables, and Kucera–Francis written frequency using
the MRC psycholinguistic database. The mean ratings of strength
for strong (5.6) and weak (2.7) words were significantly different
[T(49) = 30.5, p < 0.00001]. For familiarity, imageability, length
and frequency, the mean ratings for strong and weak words were
all within 1 SD (p > 0.1). Following gender stereotypes, strong
words were rated as more male (mean = 3.4), and weak words
as more female [mean = 4.5; t(49) = 10.3, p < 0.00001]. Strong
words were also rated more pleasant (mean = 4.8) than weak
words (mean = 2.8) [T(49) = 10.2, p < 0.00001]. An additional
54 names and 56 words were selected for the practice trials.
For the experimental blocks of the IAT task, 50 names (25
female) and 50 words (25 strong) were chosen for the congru-
ent, and another 50 names and 50 words for the incongruent
task conditions, and these were balanced across all of the rating
dimensions with means within 1 SD.
IAT effect d-score
The IAT D-score (Greenwald et al., 2003) was used for the
measure of each subject’s IAT effect. The RTs from the eight
50-trial blocks of experimental trials were used to compute the
D-score. There were no trials with RTs greater than 10,000ms
in the data, and no subjects with more than 10% of their tri-
als with RTs less than 300ms. Mean RTs were computed for
the correct response trials for each of the four incongruent and
congruent experimental trial blocks. Error response trials’ RTs
were replaced with the block mean plus 600ms. A pooled SD
was computed across all trials in the eight 50-trial experimen-
tal blocks (congruent and incongruent trials). The block mean
RTs were averaged separately across the four incongruent and
the four congruent experimental blocks. The IAT D-score was
obtained by subtracting the across-congruent blocks mean from
the across-incongruent blocks mean and dividing the difference
by the pooled SD.
Electrophysiological recording and analysis
Ag-AgCl Electrodes were placed at 29 scalp sites taken from
the 81-site 10–20 system (see Figure 1), and a further pair of
electrodes were placed 2 cm below the outer canthi of the eyes
(F11 and F12). In addition, two electrodes were placed on the
temporal-central midline, 2 cm below the left tragus (A1) and
right tragus (A2), respectively. The A1 electrode served as the
reference electrode for the other 32 electrodes.
The 32-channel EEG montage was recorded with a bandpass
from DC to 100Hz. The digitizing rate was 250Hz. No special
effort to suppress blink or eye movements was required of the
subjects. Blink and eye movements were removed from the EEG
after recording was complete via a spatial-temporal modeling
procedure implemented by BESA 5.1 (Lins et al., 1993a,b; Berg
and Scherg, 1994). A detailed description of our implementa-
tion of the removal of eye artifacts has been previously presented
(Ruchkin et al., 1997).
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FIGURE 1 | Upper panel: Congruent (solid lines) and incongruent (dashed
lines) ERP waves, averaged across all 14 subjects. The waveform layout is in
approximate correspondence to the placement of the electrodes on the
head. The top of the panel corresponds to the front of the head, and the right
side of the panel corresponds to the right hemisphere. In this, the waveforms
are plotted with negative polarity up, the time line extends from 140ms prior
to stimulus onset, to 700ms after stimulus onset; and the average level of
activity in the 20ms interval immediately preceding the stimulus is used as
the baseline. Lower panel: Congruent minus incongruent ERP difference
waveforms.
For the ERP analysis, the EEG was digitally filtered to a
0.2–20.0 Hz bandpass (6 dB/octave roll-offs, no phase shift) and
then re-referenced to a linkedA1–A2 reference. To avoid problems
interpreting average ERPs that include trials with long, outlier RTs
or very short RTs, an RT window of 600–1250ms was used for
computing the average ERPs. Sixty-three percent of the trials were
within this window. For each participant and electrode site, ERPs
were averaged separately for congruent and incongruent trials,
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pooled across male/female names and strong/weak words. Trials
with both correct and incorrect responses were included in the
averages since we were interested in the operations being per-
formed regardless of accuracy and participants did not receive
feedback on their accuracy. Moreover, since the IAT D-score
included a contribution from error trials, we reasoned that the
averaged ERPs should also have a contribution from error trials.
The analysis epoch began 140ms prior to stimulus onset and
extended to 700ms after stimulus onset. The average amplitude
over the 20ms pre-stimulus interval immediately preceding the
stimulus was used as the baseline. Trials with deflections of more
than 50μv from the baseline were excluded from the averages.
The short pre-stimulus baseline (20ms) was necessary to accom-
modate the 450ms interval between the subjects’ response to the
previous trial and the start of the current trial, which was within
the range of inter-trial intervals recommended for IAT research
(Greenwald et al., 1998; Lane et al., 2007). An examination of the
post-movement ERP activity in the inter-trial interval indicated
that such activity was not fully decayed until about 20–30ms
prior to onset of the next stimulus. A longer pre-stimulus base-
line would have been contaminated by residual post-movement
ERP activity and would have introduced variance in the ERP
measures due to between-subjects differences in the decay of the
post-movement ERP activity.
As an analog to an “IAT effect” measure (i.e., the D-score), a
difference ERP was computed for each electrode site by subtract-
ing the average ERP for incongruent blocks from the average ERP
for congruent blocks. The ERPs were quantified by computing the
average amplitudes over the 92–240ms and 368–572ms latency
intervals. The 92–240ms window, which included the onset of
congruency effects in the ERP difference waveform, quantified
ERP activity that was most likely to reflect automatic process-
ing related to performance of the IAT. The 368–572ms window
quantified later posterior positive ERP activity, in line with prior
ERP-IAT studies. Together these two latency windows covered
352ms of the 700ms post-stimulus epoch.
Latencies of ERP deflections were computed by the mid-mean
method. The waveforms were first smoothed with a running aver-
age of nine time points (four points prior and four points after the
smoothed point). Then the peak amplitude was found in an inter-
val that began at 80ms and extended to 350–550ms (depending
upon the individual subject’s waveform). The algorithm then
searched forward and backwards to find the half-peak-amplitude
latencies. The peak latency was estimated by computing the mean
of the two half-amplitude latencies, and the initial half-amplitude
latency was used as an estimate of the onset latency. The mid-
mean method combats latency measurement errors due to broad
or noisy peaks. It provides a more stable measure of a deflection’s
latency than the latency of the deflection’s peak.
A global electrode site [31] × latency interval [2] ×
congruency condition [2] repeated measures ANOVA of the
unsubtracted ERP amplitudes tested whether there was a reliable
congruency effect in the overall ERP data. To reveal the com-
binations of electrode sites and latency interval that displayed
systematic congruency effects, post-hoc F-tests of the effect of con-
gruency were computed for each individual electrode site and
latency interval, and the F(1, 13) values were rank-ordered. The
rank-ordered F(1, 13) values and the size of the ERP congruency
effect were used to identify electrode sites with robust congruency
effects. These sites were designated as a region-of-interest (ROI)
for further analyses.
Coherence
Coherence analysis was used to quantify EEG relationships
between sites that had been identified as sensitive to stereo-
type congruency in the ERP difference waveforms. In order to
reduce confounds due to volume conduction in the estimation
of between-channel coherence, the 32-channel montage (A1 ref-
erence) of EEG waves was converted to a 27-channel montage of
CSD waves. BESA 5.1 was used to compute the across-trials aver-
age coherence between the CSDwaves for the pair of frontal (Fp1)
and posterior (O2) sites whose ERPs displayed the largest and
most robust effects of congruency. Coherence was computed at
20ms intervals, starting 20ms prior to stimulus onset and extend-
ing to 700ms after stimulus onset. The frequency range extended
from 5 to 48.2Hz, with a resolution of 2.4Hz.
RESULTS
Behavioral IAT Results
An initial t-test conducted on participants’ reaction times and
error rates on congruent and incongruent blocks of the modi-
fied IAT revealed no significant effects of stereotype-congruency
p’s > 0.10. Themeans and standard errors of the RTs were 926ms
(44ms) for congruent trials and 951ms (71ms) for incongruent
trials. Themeans and standard errors of the error rates were 0.081
(0.012) for congruent trials and 0.076 (0.015) for the incongruent
trials. The IAT D-scores ranged from 0.505 to −0.412, with the
mean IAT D-score being −0.0023 (0.075). It should be noted that
the mean D score is representative of half of our sample exhibiting
the typical IAT effect and half exhibiting a more egalitarian bias.
Indeed, seven participants (four females) had negative D-scores
(M = −0.221, SE = 0.064), and the other seven participants
(three females) had positive D-scores (M = 0.216, SE = 0.061).
Supplementary Table A1 presents average RTs and average error
rates for the four combinations of group membership (positive
or negative D-score) and congruency (congruent or incongru-
ent). There were no statistically reliable effects for the main
effects of group [F(1, 12) = 0.833], congruency [F(1, 12) = 0.247]
or the group × congruency interaction [F(1, 12) = 1.393]. Thus
our sample consisted of participants who tended to harbor either
positive or negative implicit associations between women and
weakness related words, a finding not uncommon in the literature
(Nosek et al., 2007; He et al., 2009).
Brain activity
Congruency effect. To assess for congruency effects over aver-
age amplitudes at early (92–240ms) and late (368–572ms)
latency intervals, a global Three-Way repeated-measures
ANOVA that included both measurement intervals and all
electrode sites was conducted (Figure 1). The factors were
Latency Interval [2] × Electrode Site [31] × Congruency
[2]. These analyses revealed main effects for latency inter-
val [F(30, 390) = 17.48, ε = 0.57, p = 0.001] and electrode
[F(30, 390) = 3.24, ε = 0.20, p < 0.001] that was qualified by
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significant interactions between latency interval and electrode
site [F(30, 390) = 3.32, ε = 0.20, p < 0.001] and congruency and
electrode site [F(30, 390) = 3.16, ε = 0.088, p = 0.043], indicating
that a latency interval and congruency effect was present in a
subset of the electrode sites. No other main effects or interactions
reached significance (p’s > 0.09).
Post-hoc F-tests for the congruency effect at individual elec-
trode sites and latency intervals revealed that 10 sites displayed a
significant congruency effect in the early 92–240ms latency inter-
val. Results of the statistical analyses of amplitudes in the early
latency interval are presented in Table 1, with electrode sites rank-
ordered for level of statistical significance. Table 1 indicates that
the largest and most robust congruency effects in the 92–240ms
interval were detected at O2, O1, and Fp1, followed by P3 and
Fp2. On the basis of these findings a ROI consisting of O1, O2,
Fp1, and Fp2 was formed for further analyses of congruency
effects over frontal and posterior scalp. Parietal sites were not
included in the ROI since their difference waveforms appeared
to reflect the same activity indexed by O1 and O2, at least in the
early interval, but at lower amplitudes and with statistically less
robust effects than at occipital sites.
For the early interval, a binary Bernoulli distribution was used
to evaluate the probability under the null hypothesis of indicat-
ing a congruence effect for 10 or more electrode sites in a 31
channel montage when the false rejection rate was set at 0.033.
For this case, under the null hypothesis the expected number of
false rejection electrode sites is 1.023 and the standard deviation
is 0.995. Thus the probability of 10 or more electrode sites with
false rejections of the null hypothesis is less than 0.0000001.
In the late 368–572ms interval, only O2 and O1 displayed sta-
tistically significant congruency effects. Results of the statistical
analysis of the average amplitudes in the late interval are pre-
sented in Table 2 for the electrode sites in the ROI. A similar
binary Bernoulli distribution approach evaluated the probability
under the null hypothesis of indicating a congruence effect for
two or more electrode sites in a 31 channel montage when the
Table 1 | Results of the statistical analyses of the
congruent-incongruent amplitude differences in the early, 92–240ms
latency interval, for those electrode sites that displayed a significant
congruency effect in the early interval.
Site F (1, 13) P congruent-incongruent difference
mean (standard error) in µv
O2 15.96 0.0015 1.06 (0.30)
O1 12.69 0.0035 1.01 (0.32)
Fp1 9.79 0.0080 0.74 (0.37)
P3 7.00 0.020 0.71 (0.27)
Fp2 6.91 0.021 0.44 (0.32)
Pz 6.80 0.022 0.60 (0.23)
P8 6.69 0.023 0.67 (0.26)
P4 6.64 0.023 0.70 (0.27)
P9 5.88 0.031 0.59 (0.24)
P7 5.71 0.033 0.55 (0.23)
The sites are rank-ordered for level of statistical significance.
false rejection rate was set at 0.02. In this case the expected num-
ber of electrode sites is 0.62 and the standard deviation 0.78, and
thus the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis at two
or more electrode site is 0.038 (one tail).
IAT effect. The ERP difference waves from the ROI of the entire
14 participant sample displayed systematic effects of congruence.
However, neither the RTs nor the D-scores derived from the RTs
of the 14 participant sample provided signs of congruence effects.
To understand the meaning of this divergence between the ERP
and behavioral data, the 14 participants were divided into two
sub-groups consisting respectively of the seven participants that
showed the gender stereotype IAT effect of positive D-scores
(three females and four males) and the seven participants that
showed a counter stereotypical effect with negative D-scores (four
females and three males).
It is evident that the difference waves are dissimilar
for the two sub-groups, with clear positive deflections in
the difference waves for the group demonstrating gen-
der stereotypical IAT effects, i.e., positive D-scores, at FP1
(MEARLY = 1.17, SE = 0.33; MLATE = 0.88, SE = 0.57) and FP2
(MEARLY = 0.66, SE = 0.19; MLATE = 0.48, SE = 0.47; Figure 2).
In contrast, the difference waves for the group with counter-
stereotypical IAT associations (negative D-scores) have negligible
positivity in the early interval (MFP1 = 0.30, SE = 0.26;
MFP2 = 0.22, SE = 0.26) and are negative in the late interval
(MFP1 = −0.60, SE = 0.30; MFP2 = −0.46, SE = 0.37; Figure 2).
A MANOVA that compared the ERP difference waves for the two
sub-groups for the combination of the two prefrontal sites and
both early and late latency intervals indicated that the amplitude
divergence between the sub-groups at frontal sites was reliable
[F(1, 12) = 5.36, p = 0.039].
The ERP difference waves in early intervals at O1
(MSTEREOTYPIC = 0.98, SE = 0.32; MCOUNTER−STEREOTYPIC =
0.48, SE = 0.47) and O2 (MSTEREOTYPIC = 1.15, SE = 0.30;
MCOUNTER−STEREOTYPIC = 1.03, SE = 0.49) tended to be similar
for the two sub-groups. This pattern held in late intervals at O1
(MSTEREOTYPIC = 0.71, SE = 0.51; MCOUNTER−STEREOTYPIC =
0.97, SE = 0.41) and O2 (MSTEREOTYPIC = 0.93, SE = 0.49;
MCOUNTER−STEREOTYPIC = 0.96, SE = 0.40) as well. The dif-
ference waves for both groups displayed positive deflections. A
Table 2 | Results of the statistical analyses of the
congruent-incongruent amplitude differences in the late, 368–572ms
latency interval, for those electrode sites in the ROI.
Site F (1, 13) P congruent-incongruent difference
mean (standard error) in µv
O2 9.65 0.0083 0.94 (0.30)
O1 7.03 0.020 0.84 (0.32)
Fp1 0.15 NS 0.15 (0.37)
Fp2 0.00 NS 0.01 (0.32)
The sites are rank-ordered for level of statistical significance. Note that none of
the other electrode sites displayed a statistically significant congruency effect in
the late latency interval.
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FIGURE 2 | Across-subjects averaged unsubtracted and difference
ERP waveforms for the ROI. Top panel: Averaged unsubtracted ERPs
for the seven subjects with negative IAT scores for congruent (solid
lines) and incongruent (dashed lines) stimuli. Middle panel: Averaged
unsubtracted ERPs for the seven subjects with positive IAT scores
for congruent (solid lines) and incongruent (dashed lines) stimuli.
Bottom panel: Averaged congruent minus incongruent difference ERP
waveforms for the seven subjects with negative IAT scores (dashed
lines) and for the seven subjects with positive IAT scores
(solid lines).
MANOVA that compared the ERP difference waves for the two
sub-groups for the combination of the two occipital sites and
both early and late latency intervals indicated that the amplitude
divergence between the sub-groups at the occipital sites was not
significant [F(1, 12) = 0.01].
For the positive D-score, gender stereotypical group, a latency
interval [2] × electrode site [4] × congruency [2] ANOVA of
the ERP amplitudes for the sites in the ROI revealed a sig-
nificant main effect of congruence [F(1, 6) = 7.31, p = 0.035].
An ANOVA confined to the two occipital sites found a signifi-
cant main effect for congruence [F(1, 6) = 8.65, p = 0.026]. An
ANOVA confined to the two pre-frontal sites and further con-
fined to the early interval also found a significant main effect of
congruence [F(1, 6) = 15.04, p = 0.0082].
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For the negative D-score, gender counter-stereotypical group,
a latency interval [2] × electrode site [4] × congruency [2]
ANOVA of the ERP amplitudes for the sites in the ROI revealed
a significant interaction between congruence and electrode site
[F(1, 6) = 6.64, p = 0.020]. This was due to ERP differences at
the two frontal sites being negligible in the early interval and
in the late interval being opposite polarity from the ERP dif-
ferences at occipital sites [main effect of congruency for frontal
sites: F(1, 6) = 0.37]. At the two occipital sites the ERP differences
were positive in both the early and late intervals [main effect of
congruency for occipital sites: F(1, 6) = 7.03, p = 0.038].
These results suggest that two different types of brain pro-
cesses contributed to IAT performance. One process, indexed by
ERP activity at occipital sites, was sensitive to congruency, but
not to whether the participants displayed an IAT effect of faster
responses for gender stereotypes. The other process, indexed by
ERP activity at pre-frontal sites, was clearly sensitive to con-
gruency for the participants with a gender stereotypical IAT
effect. For these participants, the pre-frontal difference waves
were positive in both early and late intervals. For the gender
counter-stereotypical group, the pre-frontal difference waves were
negligible in the early interval and, in further contrast with the
gender stereotypical group, were negative in the late interval.
The late negative deflection was marginally significant at Fp1
[F(1, 6) = 4.03, p = 0.091].
Latency and chronology effects. A relationship between IAT
D-scores and ERP activity was further demonstrated by corre-
lating D-scores with the peak latency of the ERP difference at
O2, where the congruency effect was most robust. A Spearman
rank-order correlation coefficient was computed across all 14
participants (Rs = −0.58, p = 0.030, df = 12). This result
revealed a significant association of the latency at which congru-
ence effects emerged in the ERPs at O2 with the degree to which
gender stereotypes influenced the IAT response; the shorter the
latency of the ERP congruency difference at O2, the higher the
D-score. When participants were divided by D-scores, those with
positive D-scores showed a Spearman rank-order correlation of
−0.82 (p < 0.025) between their D-score and the ERP differ-
ence latency at O2 whereas for those with negative D-scores the
correlation was non-significant at −0.11 (p = 0.82).
The emergence of congruence effects at O2 preceded the emer-
gence of congruence effects at Fp1, where the congruency effect
was most robust over frontal scalp. Average latencies for the
seven participants with positive D-scores were as follows: onset at
O2 = 92ms, onset at Fp1 = 131ms; peak at O2= 155ms, peak at
Fp1 = 222ms. The differences between O2 and Fp1 timing were
reliable for both onset and peak latencies (p < 0.022), as was the
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient between the onset
latencies at O2 and Fp1 (Rs = 0.86, p = 0.014, DF = 5).
Coherence between O2 and Fp1 EEG activity. The neural syn-
chrony between O2 and Fp1 was assessed by means of event-
related coherence between CSD waves derived from the O2 and
Fp1 EEGs. Coherence was computed over all time points in the
analysis epoch, separately for congruent and incongruent blocks.
An initial repeated measures ANOVAs with the factors Time
[37] × Frequency [19] × Congruency [2], revealed no signif-
icant within-participants effects of congruence upon coherence
(p’s > 0.10). Consequently coherence was pooled across con-
gruent and incongruent conditions. Figure 3 displays Time ×
Frequency maps of the coherence between O2 and Fp1, pooled
FIGURE 3 | O2-Fp1 Time × Frequency coherence maps, pooled
across congruent and incongruent blocks and averaged
across subjects. The upper map is the average for subjects with
negative IAT scores. The lower map is the average for subjects with
positive IAT scores. Stimulus onset corresponds to the zero time
point.
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across congruence. To facilitate interpretation of the regression
analyses described below, coherence maps were generated sep-
arately based on a median split between participants who had
positive D scores compared to negative D scores (n = 7 for each
cell). In general, the level of coherence was highest at short
latencies (80–180ms) and at low frequencies (maximal in the
7.4–12.2Hz band).
To assess whether these differences were statistically reliable,
two stepwise regression analyses were conducted. Mean coher-
ence values obtained in the 80–160ms time range post-response
within the 5–7.4Hz and 9.8–12.2Hz frequency range were cal-
culated separately and included in the model predicting either
mean reaction times or D scores. These analyses revealed that
coherence values within the 9.8–12.2Hz frequency band were
significant predictors of both mean reaction times between the
two block types (β = 0.60, p < 0.03, R2 = 0.36) and D scores
(β = 0.73, p < 0.01, R2 = 0.54). Mean coherence values within
the 5–7.4Hz frequency band were not significant predictors in
either model (p’s > 0.27). Thus, while O2-Fp1 coherence level
was essentially the same for congruent and incongruent tri-
als on a within-participant basis, participants who had faster
reaction times on congruent blocks compared to incongru-
ent blocks and more positive D-scores exhibited unique neural
responses. Namely, individuals with greater implicit bias elicited
higher coherence levels between the occipital and prefrontal
regions in the 9.8–12.2 Hz frequency band at earlier temporal
intervals.
Initial latencies of reliable IAT and ERP/EEG relationships. We
searched for the shortest latencies at which reliable congruent-
incongruent ERP differences appeared at O2 and Fp1. For all
14 participants, the ERP difference at O2 first became reliable at
88ms [F(1, 13) = 5.76, p = 0.032]. At Fp1 the ERP difference first
became reliable at 96ms [F(1, 13) = 7.90, p = 0.015].
We also examined the reliability of the correlation between
O2-Fp1 coherence (9.8Hz band) and IAT scores, when restricted
to only the three time points at 80, 100, and 120ms laten-
cies. The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient was 0.569
(df = 12, p = 0.034).
Source analysis. Approximate locations and time courses of
activation of the brain sources responsible for the ERP activ-
ity recorded from scalp were estimated using BESA 5.1. The
brain activity was modeled by eight regional sources. The esti-
mated locations of the eight regional sources and the associated
magnitudes of their temporal activation that underlay the across-
participants averaged congruent-incongruent difference waves
for the seven participants with positive D-scores can be seen in
Figure A1. The residual variance of the fit of the model to the
montage of across-participants average ERP difference waves
was 3.00%.
The model suggested that ERP activity recorded from the
occipital sites consisted of currents that were volume conducted
from sources in extrastriate visual cortex. The timing of the source
activation waves suggested that the early segment (50–320ms)
of the occipital ERP congruency difference was generated in a
region in or near the Right FusiformGyrus, while the long-latency
segment (380–580ms) was generated in a region in or near the
Right Precuneus.
The model further suggested that ERP activity recorded from
the pre-frontal sites consisted of currents that were volume con-
ducted from the vicinity of the Left Superior Frontal gyrus. The
source activation wave shape suggested that there was continuous
activation from 70 to 700ms in the Left Superior Frontal Gyrus.
The source activation magnitude wave had two peaks between
stimulus onset and 600ms (Figure A1). The first peak extended
over the 80–280ms interval. The second peak extended over the
340–600ms interval.
DISCUSSION
Results from Study 1 suggest there are distinguishable contribu-
tions of automatic processing to IAT performance as pronounced,
statistically reliable ERP differences were found over occipital and
pre-frontal scalp regions as early as 90–130ms post-response.
On congruent blocks, ERP amplitudes were more positive in
frontal, occipital and parietal regions at early intervals compared
to incongruent blocks, which is consistent with past findings
employing similar designs (Banfield et al., 2006; Barnes-Holmes
et al., 2008; O’Toole and Barnes-Holmes, 2009; Coates, 2011;
Williams and Themanson, 2011). The differences found here were
at earlier time intervals then the aforementioned studies, how-
ever, which could have been due to discrepancies in how trials
were paced in the respective studies or the use of feedback in the
IAT. At later time intervals (368–572ms) congruency effects were
unique to the occipital region as more positive amplitudes were
found on congruent blocks in sites O1 and O2 only.
Furthermore, the EEG found at frontal and occipital sites
appeared to be synchronized with one another within the
9.8–12.2Hz range in the early interval but not the late inter-
val. Greater coherence between occipital and frontal regions
within the 9.8–12.2Hz frequency range elicited during the early
temporal interval in turn predicted stronger implicit negative
bias toward women (i.e., those with more positive D scores).
Why synchrony between frontal and occipital regions during
automatic processing speeds specifically would engender greater
implicit bias is an intriguing question warranting future research.
However, these findings are consistent with models indicating
greater interareal coherence between regions involved in sen-
sory processing and those involved in executive function, e.g.,
the occipital cortex and lateral PFC, when there is a close match
between existing associations and the presented stimulus dur-
ing tasks that require selective attention (Ardid et al., 2010).
These findings suggest that greater synchrony between regions
involved in visual and social processing at automatic processing
speeds predicts the efficiency with which information congru-
ent with neural representations of gender stereotypes are pro-
cessed. However, they also highlight the possibility that the IAT
inherently recruits top-down, executive function and attentional
processes.
STUDY 2
The neurophysiological findings from Study 1 provide tempo-
ral insight in to the degree to which congruent and incongru-
ent IAT blocks involve automatic processing, and suggest the
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fusiform gyrus, precuneus, and superior frontal gyrus may play a
unique role in congruent IAT block performance (at least among
those with implicit gender biases). However, the spatial limita-
tions of EEG and source localization methodologies leave the
question regarding specific spatial contributions to performance
on the two IAT block types unanswered. To find converging
evidence and identify neural regions that are necessary for per-
formance on the different aspects of the IAT, a second study
was conducted that utilized a data driven approach to assess
the relationship between performance on congruent and incon-
gruent blocks of the IAT and volume loss across the brain. We
hypothesized that greater volume loss in regions integral for
automatic social processing would be associated with perfor-
mance on congruent and incongruent blocks of the IAT to the




Subjects (N = 226) were Veterans of the Vietnam conflict
selected from Phase III of the W.F. Caveness Vietnam Head
Injury Study registry (VHIS; see Raymont et al., 2011).
This sample includes 177 patients with traumatic brain
injury (TBI) incurred from combat-related penetrating
head injuries, as well as 49 normal controls with healthy,
intact brains who completed the gender-IAT. Patient and
control groups were matched by age (Mcontrol = 59.14,
SEcontrol = 0.51;MTBI = 58.24, SETBI = 0.22;t = 1.83,p =
0.07), total years of education (Mcontrol = 15.23, SEcontrol =
0.36;MTBI = 14.70, SETBI = 0.19;t = 1.32,p = 0.19), hand-
edness (Mcontrol = 1.41, SEcontrol = 0.14;MTBI = 1.44,
SETBI = 0.07;t = −0.18,p = 0.86), and pre-injury intel-
ligence (Mcontrol = 0.94, SEcontrol = 0.09;MTBI = 0.97,
SETBI = 0.02;t = −0.46,p = 0.65). Pre-injury intelligence
was assessed by computing percentile scores from the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT-7A) (Defense 1960), a stan-
dardized battery used by the U.S. military that correlates highly
with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) intelligence
quotient scores (Grafman et al., 1988).
IAT
Subjects completed a gender IAT similar to that described in
Study 1. Participants saw male (e.g., Brian, Scott, Kevin, Mark,
etc.) and female (e.g., Beth, Marcia, Sara, Laurel, etc.) names, as
well as words associated with strength (e.g., power, strong, dom-
inant, assert, etc.) and weakness (e.g., weak, surrender, timid,
vulnerable, etc.) taken from Knutson et al. (2007). On congruent
blocks, subjects were asked to categorize male names with words
associated with strength with one key on a keyboard and female
names with words associated with weakness on another key on
a keyboard as quickly and accurately as possible. Conversely, on
incongruent blocks, subjects were asked to categorize male names
with words associated with weakness with one key and female
name with words associated with strength on incongruent blocks
on another key as quickly and accurately as possible. Reaction
times to words presented in practice and test congruent blocks
were averaged together separately from reaction times to words
presented in practice and test incongruent blocks of the IAT.
Longer reaction times indicate subjects took longer to pair words
from one category with another across blocks where those pair-
ings were required. IAT scores, i.e., D scores, reflect effect size
estimates calculated from the congruent and incongruent blocks
on both practice and test blocks in accordance with Greenwald
et al. (2003).
Lesion data
VHIS patient lesion data was assessed from Computed
Tomography (CT) scans. Lesion localization and volume
loss was calculated via the Analysis of Brain Lesions (ABLe)
software implemention of MEDx v3.44 (Medical Numerics)
(Makale et al., 2002; Solomon et al., 2007). Lesions were man-
ually traced in all relevant slices of CT images in native space.
Tracings were completed by a trained psychiatrist with clinical
experience in neuropsychological testing and reviewed by an
investigator blind to the results of psychological testing (J.G.). To
calculate volume loss, trace areas were summed and multiplied
by slice thickness. Once volume loss was calculated, subjects’
CT images were spatially normalized to a CT template image
in MNI space. This spatial transformation was then applied to
the lesion image (Solomon et al., 2007). Doing such allowed for
statistical comparison of imaging data and produced calculations
for both the percentage of volume loss across each subjects’
whole brain as well as the percentage of loss within each BA
using cytoarchitectural reference atlases (Lancaster et al., 2000;
Maldjian et al., 2003).
Lesion analyses
Participants’ lesion data was analyzed using Voxel-Based Lesion
Symptom Mapping (Bates et al., 2003). This exploratory
approach utilizes circumscribed lesion data in CT (orMRI) image
volumes, transforms volumes into standardized space (i.e., MNI,
Talairach), and performs voxel-by-voxel t-tests with respect to
pre-defined behavioral scores entered for each subject. In the
VLSM analyses presented below, larger t values are represented by
warmer voxel colors, which in turn highlight areas where mean
reaction times on congruent or incongruent blocks are slower
for patients with tissue loss at that specific voxel compared to
those without tissue loss at that voxel. For example, a red voxel
in a given region indicates that patients with volume loss in
that area are much slower on either congruent or incongruent
blocks of the IAT compared to those without volume loss in that
area. Significance thresholds were set prior to analysis using False
Discovery Rate corrections for multiple comparisons across vox-
els (Bennett et al., 2009). The VLSM analytical approach is similar
to general linear model implementations and significance thresh-
olding strategies used in the analysis of functional neuroimaging
data (e.g., fMRI, PET) (Bates et al., 2003). It affords a more rig-
orous approach to identifying the anatomical location of lesions
that produce group level differences between behavioral measures
compared to standard region of interest (ROI) approaches to
lesion data (Bates et al., 2003). Localization for significant clusters
were performed using the Volume Occupancy Talairach Labels
(VOTL) atlas implementation built into ABLe software (Lancaster
et al., 2000; Maldjian et al., 2003; Solomon et al., 2007).
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RESULTS
IAT performance
Initial t-tests were conducted on patients and controls’ mean
reaction times on congruent and incongruent blocks as well as
their D scores. As expected, patients reaction times on congru-
ent blocks (M = 1263.29, SE = 37.99) were significantly faster
than their reaction times on incongruent blocks (M = 1416.78,
SE = 40.94), t = −7.25, p < 0.001. This pattern was mir-
rored in the control sample (Mcongruent = 1075.84, SEcongruent =
39.07; Mincongruent = 1274.38, SEincongruent = 55.30, t = −6.58,
p < 0.001). There were no differences between patients’ (M =
0.34, SE = 0.02) and controls’ (M = 0.39, SE = 0.04) D scores,
t = 0.96, p = 0.34, and reaction times on incongruent blocks,
t = −1.71, p = 0.09. There was, however, a difference between
patients and controls’ reaction times on congruent blocks, t =
−2.49, p < 0.02, suggesting that patients were somewhat slower
on congruent blocks compared to their control counterparts.
Patients’ D scores still fell within the range of normative IAT
standards (Greenwald et al., 2009), however, and they also
exhibited the typical IAT behavior of slower reaction times on
incongruent blocks compared to congruent blocks, t = −4.04,
p < 0.001.
VLSM analyses
All VLSM analyses were corrected for false discovery rates with
a significance threshold of p < 0.05 and 10 contiguous voxels.
Results from VLSM analyses conducted on reaction times from
congruent blocks of the IAT revealed that volume loss in large
regions of the left temporal lobe, particularly in the inferior tem-
poral gyrus and ATL, was associated with slower reaction times
(Figure 4). In addition, volume loss in the left insula exhib-
ited robust associations with slower reaction times on congruent
blocks. Other areas exhibiting these relationships included voxels
in the left supraparietal lobule and angular gyrus, which extended
anteriorally in to the pre and post central gyrus, as well as the
superior and middle frontal gyrus.
VLSM analyses conducted on reaction times on incongruent
blocks of the IAT revealed some similarities compared to congru-
ent blocks but there were marked differences as well (Figure 5).
For instance, there was slight overlap between voxels in posterior
sections of the left temporal lobe, supraparietal lobule, angular
gyrus, pre and post central gyrus and superior and middle frontal
gyrus. However, the robustness of voxels exhibiting this relation-
ship with reaction times was markedly decreased compared to
congruent blocks. Furthermore, there was no relationship found
FIGURE 4 | Voxel-based lesion-symptommaps: congruent blocks. VLSM maps for reaction times on congruent blocks of the IAT. Colored voxels are
significant at p < 0.05 correcting for multiple comparisons. Brighter colors indicate stronger statistical effects.
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FIGURE 5 | Voxel-based lesion-symptommaps: incongruent blocks. VLSM maps for reaction times on incongruent blocks of the IAT. Colored voxels are
significant at p < 0.05 correcting for multiple comparisons. Brighter colors indicate stronger statistical effects.
among reaction times on incongruent blocks and voxels in the
ATL or insula. Unique to incongruent blocks, we found relation-
ships between voxels and reaction times in anterior regions of left
cingulate gyrus, as well as bilateral pre and post central gyrus and
superior and middle frontal gyrus.
DISCUSSION
Using a strict, data-driven approach results from this study iden-
tified both unique and common neural contributors to perfor-
mance on congruent and incongruent blocks of the IAT. Regions
such as inferior temporal gyrus, ATL, left insula, left suprapari-
etal lobule, angular gyrus, pre and post central gyrus and superior
and middle frontal gyrus all exhibited reliable relationships with
reaction times on congruent blocks of the IAT. Reaction times
on incongruent blocks of the IAT exhibited unique relationships
with anterior regions of left cingulate gyrus, as well as bilateral
pre and post central gyrus and superior and middle frontal gyrus.
There was, however, overlap as well as relationships between per-
formances on both tasks were associated with posterior sections
of the left temporal lobe, supraparietal lobule, angular gyrus, pre
and post central gyrus and superior and middle frontal gyrus.
These relationships were not as strong on incongruent blocks
compared to congruent blocks, however, suggesting these regions
may play a role in the representation of social knowledge in
general. Overall, these findings are consistent with source local-
ization analyses in Study 1 and theories of the implicit and explicit
social brain, i.e., those theories that suggest specific neural regions
are involved in implicit and explicit processing and past litera-
ture. They add to our understanding of past work, however, by
both identifying direct causal links between these brain regions
and IAT performance, and highlighting the considerable overlap
between neural regions involved in both IAT block types.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Theoretically, congruent blocks of the IAT gauge the associa-
tive strength between stereotype congruent categories and traits,
e.g., men-strength and women-weakness, and incongruent blocks
assess the strength of associations between counterstereotypical
categories and traits, e.g., men-weakness and women-strength.
Results from Study 1 suggest that the strength of stereotypic asso-
ciations indexed by performance on congruent blocks of the IAT
are associated with more positive ERPs that manifest in frontal
and occipital regions at automatic processing speeds. At longer
latencies we also found increasing ERP positivity in occipital
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regions. Among individuals exhibiting the most implicit bias,
potentials from occipital regions appeared to originate near right
fusiform gyrus and precuneus. Potentials from the prefrontal sites
appeared to be generated from a region near the left superior
frontal gyrus. These neural generators were uniquely recruited
during performance on congruent blocks (i.e., they were isolated
from congruent-incongruent difference waves). The coherence
findings add to our understanding of these processes by suggest-
ing that frontal and occipital regions interacted with one another
on the order of milliseconds to influence performance on both
congruent and incongruent blocks of the IAT. Greater coherence
between these two regions predicted greater implicit bias, which
could be indicative of the top-down modulation of attention and
perceptual processing that occurs when there is a better match
between established associations and stimuli presented (Ardid
et al., 2010).
Results from Study 2 identified specific neural regions that
were necessary for performance on congruent and incongruent
blocks of the IAT. Consistent with theories of neural contributors
to implicit social cognitive processing, the ATL, insula andmedial
PFC appeared necessary for stereotype activation and strength as
volume loss in these regions were associated with slower reaction
times on congruent blocks of the IAT specifically. This suggests
that congruent IAT blocks involve automatic processing to a
degree.
Conversely, the strength of counterstereotypic associations
(i.e., performance on incongruent blocks) was associated with
volume loss in supplementary motor areas and cingulate gyrus.
Strength of counterstereotypic associations was also associated
with volume loss inmedial PFC regions, which was similar to that
found in congruent blocks. Thus while lesion findings suggest
there are separable neural contributions to congruent and incon-
gruent blocks of the IAT, there was a surprising amount of overlap
as well. In conjunction with results from Study 1, and the coher-
ence findings in particular, findings suggest automatic processing
may have been involved in both block types. This may reflect the
likelihood that both stereotypic and counterstereotypic associa-
tions are represented in similar neural regions and recruit similar
automatic processes during IAT performance. Less neurophysio-
logical and spatial distinction overall could also be the result of
counterstereotypical associations simply being weaker given their
reduced frequency in society.
The lesion findings indicated overlap between regions involved
in stereotype congruent and incongruent processing. One possi-
bility for this is that the IAT effect is based partly on perceptual
input as well as semantic processing and contextual associations.
Involvement of the parietal region, i.e., the perceptual process-
ing stage, may have reflected a socially prevalent attitude about
male strength that was common to the participants in the current
study. The involvement of prefrontal regions may have reflected
semantic, conceptual and contextual associations that differed
among the participants.
Interestingly, while there were differences between ERP activ-
ity at frontal and occipital sites as a function of block type,
as the coherence findings suggest, implicit bias was more likely
(i.e., slower reaction times on incongruent blocks, faster reaction
times on congruent blocks or both) when EEG activity within
the alpha frequency band (∼8–12Hz) in these two regions covar-
ied more with one another at automatic processing speeds. To
elaborate on the notion of top-down modulation of attention
and perceptual processing mentioned above, these findings sug-
gest that associative semantic knowledge can be ported down
to perceptual processes concerned with, in this case, early lin-
guistic perceptual operations. In turn, frontal region processes
may instruct perceptual zones and bias them to more quickly
process, even on a superficial basis, items that tend to appear
together more frequently in print or sound. Thus, while activ-
ity in occipital and frontal regions would normally be assumed
to be involved uniquely in more automatic and controlled pro-
cessing respectively, these findings provide further evidence that
automatic and controlled processes ultimately may lie on a tem-
poral continuum as opposed to representing orthogonal con-
structs (Cunningham and Johnson, 2007; Devine and Sharp,
2009; Forbes and Grafman, 2010; Forbes et al., 2012).
Source localization analyses from Study 1 revealed that par-
ticipants who exhibited the most implicit bias also exhibited
congruency effects conceptualized as an early transient variation
of activation in the right fusiform gyrus of extra-striate cortex.
This was followed by a more sustained change in activation in the
left superior frontal gyrus of pre-frontal cortex that was similar in
locations identified by VLSM analyses in Study 2. Furthermore,
these temporal changes in activation overlapped with the time of
highest O2-Fp1 coherence, suggesting that the facilitated perfor-
mance normally seen on stereotype-congruent blocks of the IAT
may be associated with more efficient neural processing.
This suggests that there were two phases of activation in the
left superior frontal gyrus. In the first phase (70–340ms) neu-
ral activity in the left superior frontal gyrus was synchronized
with neural activity in the right fusiform gyrus. During this phase
task-relevant information may have been automatically transmit-
ted from extra-striate to pre-frontal cortex. In the second phase
(340–600ms), variation of congruency-related activity subsided
in the right fusiform gyrus while continuing in the left supe-
rior frontal gyrus. This latency interval is near the beginning
of the time range of behavioral responses and activity in this
interval may well index conscious processing. Importantly, the
activity localized to superior frontal gyrus in Study 1 was similar
in location to both voxels found exhibiting differences in reac-
tion times on congruent blocks in Study 2 and past lesion studies
(Gozzi et al., 2009). Results from the two studies thus suggest an
important role of the superior frontal gyrus in the processing of
associative social knowledge of gender stereotypes. Findings also
ultimately suggest a complex interplay between regions involved
in both implicit and explicit processing rapidly and frequently
during the social cognitive information processing stream.
CONCLUSION
De Houwer et al. (2009) raised questions about the extent to
which automatic and controlled processes contribute to per-
formance on the IAT. Utilizing a data-driven, comprehensive
temporal and spatial examination of neural regions recruited by
congruent and incongruent blocks of the IAT, results from the
two studies reported here provide support for the assumption
that the IAT recruits and involves automatic processing to an
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extent. Timing of the coherence between posterior and anterior
regions and of the ERP differences found at frontal and occipital
regions is indicative of automatic processing during performance
on the IAT. Furthermore, volume loss in ATL, insula and medial
PFC distinguished performance on congruent blocks from per-
formance on incongruent blocks of the IAT. While the functional
characteristics of the different anatomical regions necessary for
performance on congruent and incongruent IAT blocks ties the
idea of automatic processing to congruent blocks, there was a
moderate degree of overlap between regions recruited by both
blocks as well. Together, the ability to study temporal resolution
and network coherence in conjunction with identifying neural
mediators of different aspects of the IAT presents a refined under-
standing of exact processes recruited by IAT performance overall.
Such findings are also highly consistent with recent theories high-
lighting functionally distinct neural contributions to automatic
and controlled processes that necessarily interact to bias social
cognitive processing accordingly (e.g., Cunningham and Zelazo,
2007; Lieberman, 2007; Adolphs, 2009). Consequently, these data
provide concrete evidence that the IAT effect is based, at least
in part, upon automatic processing and thus provides a valid
index for the strength of intrinsic associations forged through
experience and socialization processes.
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APPENDIX
FIGURE A1 | Maps and activation magnitude waveforms for the eight
sources from the BESA source estimation for the across-subjects
averaged congruent-incongruent difference waves. The data were from
the seven subjects with positive IAT scores. Note that six of the electrode
sites (F11, F12, T7, T8, P9, and P10) in the 33 electrode montage were
located below the estimated locations of the deepest sources.
Table A1 | Across-subjects average error rates and across-subjects
average of within-subject median reaction times.
Congruent Incongruent
Reaction Error Reaction Error
time rate time rate
(ms) (ms)
Positive D-Score 806 0.086 933 0.094
Negative D-Score 721 0.077 661 0.058
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